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The word "andrapoda" that we have related in the past, originated from
Pythagorean and Aristotelian wisdom. Inside this word, there is already implied
the meaning of being unaware, fallen, or a slave.

Further, this word does not have to do with being a slave in your workplace or
external conditions or perceived "social dialectics" of this subject. Rather, this has
strongly to do with how we are "slaves" if we are unaware.

There are many people high in the social ladder, that are slaves, and many lower,
that are in the process of becoming truly "free". Slaves to karma, slaves to
ignorance, slaves to death and the eventuality of living without a soul that comes
from self ignorance.

Clearly, the enemy not only promotes this state, but they advertise it as the way
towards "salvation". That is the highest level of blasphemy against all that is good
inside humanity.

Every successive lifetime, the soul is supposed to erect itself again and again,
and become stronger and stronger. One must crawl no longer, and be not
accepting of being a crawling insect. At this level, human beings are ignorant,
helpless, soulless, and mindless.

All people have aspects of latent true "Humanity" lingering in them, but the
"Andrapoda" aspect of one's self, if left on its own, tends to consume human
beings into the lowest recess of creation. For this battle to be won, we have to
resist and pleasantly give a fight every single day, and learn to do this with a
smile, until all battles appear as pleasantries in a game of musical symphonies
that we can finally hear.

The Soul and the personal consciousness, is seated in what we also refer to as
the Kundalini energy. Raising this and opening the soul up for this reception, is
the purpose of human existence on planet earth. While this extends further, one
must know that life on this planet is not happening without purpose.

There are very strong reasons "you" are a human, or "you" understand or strive
towards humanity. And yet, here is the force of the inner andrapoda, trying to
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always pull you back into the pit of nothingness everyday, telling you that life is
for nothing, or that life doesn't matter.

We have to be Truthful: Life has ultimate purpose. But it is up to us to align
ourselves with this purpose, and to connect with it strongly. When we get a
glimpse of the Gods, we can see where we ourselves can be one day.

On the fallen state, humanity can only expect disasters, intensification of our
lowest nature, destruction, and ignorance to grow perpetually.

The enemy has hidden very carefully this Truth from humanity, propagating
internal and external ruins for their personal "benefit". They benefit from "The
fall".

The fallen Serpent, or Satan residing in the "pit of hell", instead of being "Satan
Lucifer, the Favorite one of God, Who was Equal to God" - is another way of
them saying that their removal from our culture is also a removal of these powers
from the human soul. In the above enemy statements, they illustrate the path of
the fallen human Serpent or Satan.

In Mythology, Satan is the Serpent, and to claim that "Satan is fallen", is utmost
blasphemy against humanity. To say also this state of affairs is "a good situation"
as the enemy claims, is utter evil in the most disturbing form - with the enemy
boasting of their "success" to keep humanity bound on a lower level.

Meanwhile, as the enemy attests, Satan has been the "Favorite One of God, the
Equal To God" [this is the reality], meaning that he has been uplifted and into the
light of the universe or the permuting consciousness of the cosmos - in this story,
the enemy declares the father of humanity in a fallen state, not dissimilar than
other coded curses they have against all of humanity.

For this, Satan has been waged "War" upon by whatever hides behind the enemy
"religions", which we all here know to be programs of control that want to
facilitate the downfall of humanity to the lowest levels.

To be a Satanist in particular, is the denial of the above fable, both internally and
externally. One must deny that one's inner "Satan" has fallen into the pit of
"Darkness", and one must also deny the enemy who claims to be "God" causing
this disaster, that is all that is opposed to the plan of the real Gods and the
Universe itself. One must want to reverse the "Fall".

All these codes the enemy speaks of, is to describe one thing: How they want
humanity and its Gods to remain fallen, disconnected, and for humans to be lost.



No reality is reflected in this, just the fantasy of the enemy. Yet, many people
believing in this hostile alien fantasy, humanity has been digging its very own
grave.

All the goal of this place, and if you are here, is to erect again the pillar of your
Soul, so that the Serpent can finally again sit on top of it. This is the path of the
warrior, to fight against a world filled with forces that might try to deter you or stop
you, and that you will persist with patience and love for this task, to finally
succeed.

The physical level will follow alongside you, as inner organization will manifest
macro-cosmically a better world for yourself and others.

Spiritual Satanism is the defiance against this tendency and force to crawl, it is
where the slaves raise up their heads toward the heavens and finally experience
confidence and pride: This is when one admits that you have a soul, and will
work in its maintenance and understanding, meditation is how you work daily to
break the shackles, promoting this knowledge and working for it is how we say to
this world: You must change, but I will change too with you.

"From slaves, you will be made as Gods, from crawling, you will walk, then you
will fly".
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